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abstract
Capital investment in national infrastructure is significant. The need to maintain and protect critical
infrastructure links has led in recent years to significant developments in the area of structural health
monitoring. The objective is to track a structure’s long-term performance, typically using sensors, and
to successively compare the most recently measured responses with prior response history. During
construction of the West Street On-Ramp, a curved concrete box girder bridge, located in the city
of Anaheim (California), eleven accelerometers were permanently installed on its bridge deck. The
associated data acquisition system was configured to record once a specified threshold acceleration
response was exceeded; during the period 2002–2010 a total of 1350 datasets including six earthquakes,
for each of the eleven sensors, were acquired. This automatically acquired data was supplemented, during
the summer of 2009, with responses measured during controlled vehicle tests. Six accelerometers were
additionally installed on the frame of the weighed test vehicle. This paper presents the findings of the
analyses of these measured data sets and serves to inform owners and managers as to the potential
feedback from their instrumentation investment. All response histories were analyzed using frequency
domain techniques for system identification. Extraction of the modal characteristics revealed a continuous
reduction, of approximately 5%, in the first three natural frequencies over the period of the study. The
measured responses from the vehicle sensors are discussed in the context of identifying the potential for
bridge frequency measurement using instrumented vehicles.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Long-term continuous monitoring programs are increasingly
used to track structural integrity and to identify at what time,
if any, structural intervention might be required. The timely undertaking of combined preventative and essential maintenance
strategies results in reduced total life cycle costs [1]. Additionally,
Orcesi et al. [2] argue that coupling traditional life-cycle management techniques with structural health monitoring will enable
even more accurate identification of optimum maintenance strategies for a range of limit states. Long-term continuous or intermittent monitoring provides the best method for understanding
and quantifying the actual loading environment and corresponding bridge responses [3].
Long-term monitoring programs serve different objectives and
take different forms. Refs. [4–6] are review papers which define the
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ultimate goal of structural health monitoring as damage detection.
A significant body of literature discusses shifts in natural frequencies and attempts to link these to various structural deterioration
mechanisms. Specifically in the area of bridges Choi et al. [7] and
Guan et al. [8] discuss the variation in natural frequencies detected
from vibration data measured during a 2-year period. Soyoz and
Feng [9] reported a 5% decrease in the frequency of the first mode of
vibration for a bridge over a 5-year monitoring period. Salawu [10]
and Farrar et al. [11] discuss the variability of modal parameters
due to environmental effects such as changes in temperature, humidity, amount of traffic, etc. and other researchers have studied
the deterioration of bridge decks with special emphasis on the contribution of reinforcement corrosion [12–16].
In long-term monitoring practice, bridge vibration response
time-histories are extensively used to extract modal parameters,
i.e. natural frequencies, modal shapes and damping ratios. The advent of output only system identification algorithms has enabled
modal parameters to be extracted from ambient responses without
knowledge of the excitation force [17]. Both time domain and frequency domain output-only system identification algorithms are
available; frequency domain algorithms are more popular due to
their simplicity [18]. The frequency domain decomposition (FDD)
technique [19] has since been widely used for system identification
of bridges [9,20–23].
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Fig. 1. The west street on-ramp (WSOR) bridge.

Fig. 2. The west street on-ramp structural details and instrumentation layout. The arrows indicate the orientation of the 11 channels. Dimensions in m.

Researchers have also attempted the identification of bridge
frequencies from instrumented vehicles. Yang et al. [24] showed
that bridge frequencies can be extracted from the vehicle acceleration spectrum. Lin and Yang [25] identified bridge frequencies
using an accelerometer mounted on a trailer that was pulled by a
light truck although they found that the possibility of identifying
bridge frequencies is lost as the crossing speed increases due to instability of the lightweight trailer.
In this paper 8 years of monitored data from the West Street
On Ramp (WSOR), a curved post-tensioned reinforced concrete box
girder bridge in California, are analyzed using the FDD technique
for system identification. The responses due to controlled vehicle
tests, from summer 2009, are also discussed. There were three
motivating factors for the vehicle tests; firstly to explain the
preferential excitation of certain modes of vibration during the
long-term monitoring, secondly to examine the potential for
determining the modal properties of the bridge using sensors
mounted on the test vehicle and thirdly to look at the effect
of speed and traveling lane on the dynamic response of the
bridge.
There are two primary objectives of the paper; (i) to demonstrate the practical use of monitored data for long-term structural
condition assessment and (ii) to examine the potential of vehicle
mounted sensors in determining bridge frequencies in the absence
of sensors mounted on a bridge. To accomplish the first objective
the proposed approach is based on the tracking of both frequency
and mode shape variation so as to distinguish between system
changes due to gradual aging or due to a significant occurrence
of damage. To achieve the second objective system identification
is applied to data acquired from sensors mounted on the vehicle
chassis.

2. West Street On-Ramp (WSOR) bridge
The West Street On-Ramp (WSOR), Fig. 1, is a three span
continuous curved concrete box girder bridge spanning 151.3 m
(496.5 ft) over the Santa Ana Freeway (I-5) in the city of Anaheim,
California.
Summary plan and section details are provided in Fig. 2. The box
girder is a single-cell cast-in-place pre-stressed and post-tensioned
concrete box girder aligned at 12% to the horizontal. Concrete
traffic barriers, integral with the deck, 0.8 m high, are provided
on outer edges of both traffic lanes with an additional 1.6 m high
sound wall on the south side. In plan the radius of curvature is
167.6 m and the three spans, running south to north, are 45.8 m,
60.1 m and 45.4 m long respectively. At opposite abutments the
box girder is supported on two reinforced elastomeric bearing pads
in abutment seats and is nominally simply supported. The bents,
2.7 m diameter, are continuous with the box girder due to the main
bent reinforcement being anchored in solid concrete diaphragms
filling the girder void at these locations. Each bent is founded on
a reinforced concrete pad footing supported in turn on sixty nine
0.4 m diameter, approximately 10 m long tubular steel piles.
The WSOR Bridge was designed in accordance with the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) ‘‘1983 Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges with
interims and revisions by Caltrans’’ [26]. Once construction was
completed in 2001 the WSOR became the first permanently instrumented curved short-span bridge in Orange County, California.
3. Long-term monitoring and vehicle crossing tests
Data monitoring commenced in 2002. The various accelerometer locations on the bridges are indicated in Fig. 2. Accelerometer
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Fig. 3. Peak accelerations due to seismic excitation.

orientations facilitated the capture of 6 transverse (#’s 1, 2, 5, 7, 9,
11), 3 vertical (#’s 3, 8, 10), and 2 longitudinal (#’s 4, 6) measurement data sets simultaneously.
The monitoring system was configured to record automatically
at acceleration levels exceeding 0.002g in either channels 6, 7 or
8 at the base of Bent 1. Once triggered data is sampled at 100 Hz
for 60 s corresponding to a Nyquist frequency of 50 Hz, which
has previously been shown to be sufficient to accurately capture
the lower modes of vibration of bridges of this category [22]. In
the period to April 2010, 1350 datasets were recorded. A manual
triggering option was used during vehicle crossing tests in order to
continuously record the bridge response to the multiple crossings
of the test vehicle.
The test vehicle used was a Caltrans water truck, weighed at a
local weigh-station prior to tests, with a gross vehicle weight of
225 kN (mass of 22,980 kg) made up from 57 kN at the front axle
and 84 kN on each of the two rear axles.
3.1. Acceleration responses
3.1.1. Automatically triggered records
By correlating recording dates with seismic activity in the state
of California it was possible to separate the data into responses
due to seismic excitation and responses due to other excitation
sources. These other excitation sources are predominantly crossing
traffic or adjacent traffic. The peak accelerations recorded on each
channel, for seismic and non-seismic excitation, are plotted in
Figs. 3 and 4 respectively.
During the monitoring period the maximum peak accelerations
were due to seismic activity with the magnitudes of response
being a function of the earthquake magnitude and proximity
of the earthquake epicenter to the bridge site. For the Chino
Hills earthquake, with a magnitude of 5.4 and an epicenter
approximately 21 km (13 mi) from the bridge, peak acceleration

responses of the order of 0.3–0.4g were recorded (Fig. 3). The peak
levels of excitation due to traffic excitation (Fig. 4) are almost an
order of magnitude smaller (up to 0.045g). While the Chino Hills
earthquake is characterized by large global transverse excitation
consistent with a land mass movement comprising the whole
bridge the relative vertical acceleration between the base (channel
8) and the center of the first span (channel 3) is of the order of
0.25g. This compares to relative vertical accelerations (Fig. 4) of
up to 0.045g, between the same two channels, for traffic induced
excitation. The extent of transverse response for the other more
remote and smaller magnitude earthquakes is not so pronounced;
the peak accelerations and vertical responses at the centers of
spans (channels 3 and 10), are at least of similar magnitude to the
maximum responses due to traffic excitation.
Comparing the various acceleration levels induced by traffic
activity the predominant trigger is the transverse acceleration at
the bent base (recorded on channel 7). The peak accelerations
along the span direction are more moderate (channel 6) while
there is little or no excitation in the vertical direction (channel
8). Relative to all other channels these are the locations where
least excitation occurs—this is consistent with the abutments being
soundly anchored on pile foundations at the bent footings. The
dominant response at bridge deck level occurs at the centers of
the first (channel 3) and second (channel 10) spans in the vertical
directions with maximum peak accelerations (up to 0.045g)
occurring in the first span. Transverse accelerations of up to 0.02g
are also recorded. The variation in acceleration levels recorded on
all channels is attributed to varying vehicle (traffic) mass, vehicle
velocity and whether or not triggering is due to traffic events on the
bridge itself or traffic events on Route 5 passing under the bridge.
For example, a larger acceleration response at the center of span
1 would be expected if triggering of the monitoring system was
due to a vehicle crossing the bridge than would be observed if the
monitoring system was triggered due to traffic effects arising out
of activity on Route 5 when the bridge itself might be free of all
traffic.
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Fig. 4. Peak accelerations due to excitation other than seismic excitation.

Table 1
Vehicle crossing tests.
Test no.

Speed
m/s (km/h)

Lane of Trip

Direction

Load type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

4.5 (16)
6.7 (24)
6.7 (24)
6.7 (24)
6.7 (24)
6.7 (24)
11.2 (40)
11.2 (40)
4.5 (16)
4.5 (16)
8.9 (32)
11.2 (40)
11.2 (40)
11.2 (40)
6.7 (24)
6.7 (24)
11.2 (40)
11.2 (40)
4.5 (16)
6.7 (24)
11.2 (40)
11.2 (40)

C
C
C
C
L1
L1
L1
L1
L2
L2
L2
L2
C
C
L1
L1
L2
L2
C
C
L2
L2

BB-EB
BB-EB
BB-EB
BB-EB
BB-EB
BB-EB
EB-BB
EB-BB
BB-EB
BB-EB
EB-BB
EB-BB
EB-BB
EB-BB
BB-EB
BB-EB
EB-BB
EB-BB
BB-EB
EB-BB
EB-BB
EB-BB

ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
BRL
BRL
BPL
BPL
BPL
BPL
BPL
BPL
BPL
BPL

3.1.2. Vehicle crossing tests
The sequence and descriptors for the various vehicle crossing
tests are listed in Table 1. All vehicle crossing tests were
undertaken in a single day of closure of the bridge to all other
traffic. Relative to the beginning of the bridge (BB), see Fig. 2, both
forward (BB-EB) and return (EB-BB) crossings were undertaken
with the vehicle using either traffic lane, L1 (northside) or L2, and
also traveling along the center line of the bridge (CL). The range of
tests studied the effects of a normal moving load (ML), the presence
of a timber ‘bump’ obstruction (BPL) and a sudden ‘braking’ load
(BRL). For the ‘bump’ tests a timber joist (approximately 0.05 ×

Bump/brake
location

S2
S2
S2
S3
S3
S3
S2, S3
S2, S3
S2, S3
S2, S3

0.05 m in cross section) was laid on the road surface, for the test
vehicle to travel over, close to the centers of spans 1–3 (locations
S1, S2 and S3). For ‘braking’ tests the driver was instructed to brake
suddenly (at locations S1, S2 or S3) until a complete stop was
reached and then re-start. In each test the driver was instructed
to maintain a steady vehicle speed. Unfortunately, high speeds
were not attainable due to available run-off distances at either
end of the bridge. Therefore, vehicle speeds ranged between
‘very slow’ (approximately 4.5 m/s, 16 km/h), ‘slow’ (6.7–7.6 m/s,
24–27 km/h), ‘medium’ (8.9 m/s, 32 km/h) to ‘moderate’ (up to
11.2 m/s, 40 km/h). The quoted speeds are those reported by the
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Fig. 5. Peak accelerations for vehicle crossing tests.

driver at the end of each test, however, it should be noted that
these predetermined and constant crossing speeds were difficult
to specify and control accurately.
The peak acceleration readings recorded during each of the
tests are plotted in Fig. 5. For the range of tests and vehicle
speeds considered, there is no discernible relationship between the
crossing speed and magnitude of response. In tests 5 & 6 the vehicle
traversed the bridge from EB to BB at a ‘slow’ speed while the speed
was increased to ‘moderate’ for tests 7 & 8 without any significant
difference in recorded response.
In the absence of bumps on the roadway the maximum vertical
acceleration recorded in the middle of the first and second spans
were approximately 0.015g and 0.010g respectively. Compared to
the responses in these spans during the long-term monitoring program this suggests that the bulk of the vehicles, or combinations
of vehicles, triggering the monitoring system, and for which data
is retained, are of at least similar weight to the test vehicle with
peak masses (based on peak responses on these channels of 0.045g
and 0.025g respectively) in the order of three times the test vehicle
weight.
During the vehicle crossing tests the maximum responses
occurred when there were bumps on the road surface. In test 12
the test vehicle traveled along the bridge from the end of the bridge
(EB-BB) at 11.2 m/s (40 km/h, 25 mph) resulting in an acceleration
response of less than 0.01g at the center of span 2 (channel 10). On
repeating this test with a bump in span 3 (the first span traversed
as the test vehicle travels from the end of the bridge back to the
beginning) the acceleration response increases to 0.035g (tests 17
& 18)— more than a threefold increase in response attributable to
the bump. This is due to an increased dynamic load imparted by
the vehicle having been excited by the bump.
The single bump tests (tests 13–18), during which speeds were
approximately 6.7 m/s (24 km/h, 15 mph) on lane L1 and 11.2 m/s
(40 km/h, 25 mph) on lane L2 and on the center CL, indicate that the
induced excitation of the vehicle by the bump is more significant
than any speed effect. The L1 test responses are consistently higher

than the CL tests despite the lower test speeds. For these tests the
critical parameter was the lane in which the vehicle traveled with
the highest responses recorded for L2 tests followed by L1 and then
CL tests. This is attributed to lanes L1 and L2 being offset from the
centroidal axis of the bridge deck and hence the mobilization of
a torsional response in the deck system. At the middle of span 2
(channel 10) the bridge response is amplified by up to 300% when
the test vehicle travels in L2 compared to along the centerline. The
same effect is not apparent in the tests without bumps indicating
that it is induced external excitation of a crossing vehicle rather
than its crossing speed that is the most important parameter for
bridge vehicle interaction studies.
3.2. Identification of modal parameters
The dynamic properties of the WSOR were determined using
the frequency domain decomposition (FDD) technique [19] for
all datasets. In order to reduce background noise a butterworth
infinite impulse response filter of order 8 was applied to the data
with a passband defined by a lower frequency of 1 Hz and a higher
frequency of 10 Hz.
3.2.1. Ambient vibration records
The first singular values extracted from two datasets measured
on 01/06/2010 are plotted in Fig. 6. The third natural frequency
is consistently identified at 2.64 Hz, while the first and second
are identified as being between 1.86–1.90 Hz and 2.30–2.34 Hz
respectively. The respective amplitudes for the different modes
vary between the two datasets. For the data recorded at 10:57 am
the three modes are equally prominent whereas in the later dataset
(11:43 am) the contributions of the first and third modes are not as
prominent. The vehicle crossing tests, discussed later, explain the
cause of this variation in the identified modal parameters.
Partial mode shapes (as only two spans of the three were
instrumented), associated with these frequencies, are plotted
in Fig. 7, along with full 3D numerical modes determined
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Table 2
Variation in the WSOR average identified natural frequencies from 2002 to 2010.
Average identified natural frequencies

Fig. 6. Frequency domain decomposition applied to two data sets measured on
01/06/2010 at 10:57am and 11:43am respectively.

Fig. 7. Measured and numerical modes of vibration.

separately [27]. These numerical modes are needed to complete
the missing information at the third span. Although the first three
modes exhibit some vertical and horizontal coupling it is clear that
the first mode is a lateral rocking mode about the longitudinal
axis of the bridge with both bents in phase. The second mode of
vibration is the first vertical bending mode of the bridge deck while
the third identified mode of vibration is a mode combining rocking,
with the bents out of phase with each other, and transverse
bending of the bridge deck.
The first three frequencies identified from singular value plots,
constructed for all ambient vibration records are plotted in Fig. 8.
Over the course of the monitoring period from 2002–2010 the
frequencies were found to occur within three different bands.
For the data recorded during ‘Winter 2002’ the frequencies
are clustered around 2.0, 2.4 and 2.84 Hz. The slight variation in

Year

f1
(Hz)

Increment
(%)

2002
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

2.04
1.96
1.95
1.92
1.91
1.90
1.86
1.88

−4.03
−0.17
−1.77
−0.31
−0.71
−2.01

–

1.29

f2
(Hz)

Increment
(%)

2.45
2.41
2.40
2.38
2.36
2.35
2.33
2.33

−1.69
−0.64
−0.65
−0.86
−0.36
−1.11

–

0.10

f3
(Hz)
2.83
2.76
2.77
2.72
2.70
2.69
2.66
2.68

Increment
(%)
–

−2.74
0.58

−2.06
−0.65
−0.21
−1.23
0.66

individual frequencies during ‘Winter 2002’, and other identified
timeframes, can be attributed to the specific conditions that
pertained during each triggered event—for example different
traversing vehicle masses, or indeed no vehicle mass on the bridge
if triggering was caused due to traffic passing on Route 5 beneath
the bridge.
For all datasets subsequent to ‘Winter 2002’ the banded
distribution of frequencies is similar although there is a small, but
consistently gradual, reduction in the frequency of vibration for
all modes. The average annual frequencies, along with percentage
incremental changes, are listed in Table 2. During the 8 year
monitoring period the reduction in frequency for the first and third
modes is of the order of 8% and 7% respectively compared to a more
modest 5% for the second mode.
Using the modal assurance criterion (MAC) [28] identical mode
shapes yield a MAC value of unity while truly orthogonal mode
shapes result in a MAC value of zero. The variation in the resulting
MAC matrix terms over the duration of the monitoring period
are plotted in Fig. 9. The modes are substantially consistent (MAC
values of unity for diagonal terms) and orthogonal (MAC values of
zero for off-diagonal terms).
3.2.2. Vehicle crossing tests
First singular values from the data recorded during vehicle
crossing Test 1 and Test 21, are plotted in Fig. 10(a). The first and
second frequencies, identified at 1.86 Hz and 2.25 Hz, are consistent with those obtained due to automatic triggering of the

Fig. 8. WSOR identified frequencies from 2002 to 2010.
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Fig. 11. Test vehicle vibration modes identified from test 5: (a) axle loads of vehicle;
(b) sensor layout on vehicle chassis; (c) and (d) chassis vibration modes; (e)–(g) rigid
body vehicle modes.

Fig. 9. Variation in MAC values from 2002 to 2010.

monitoring system indicating that the mass of this particular vehicle on the bridge does not significantly affect its frequencies. However, the first dominant mode excited is the first bending mode
of the bridge (the second mode of vibration) at approximately
2.25 Hz. The higher modes excited close to 3 Hz and above are
higher bending modes. The aforementioned predominant excitation of the bending mode of the bridge (Fig. 7), the second mode of
vibration, is consistent with the passage of a vehicle over the bridge
which would be expected to preferentially excite the first bending
mode (the second mode of vibration of the bridge in this case).
Time histories recorded using sensors mounted on the vehicle
chassis were also post-processed to obtain frequency domain
data. The first singular value for vehicle crossing Test 5 (see
Table 1) is plotted in Fig. 10(b). While there are multiple frequency
peaks identified, which include the previously identified bridge
frequencies, the dominant frequencies of response are 2.93 and
6.055 Hz.
Test vehicle axle loads and sensor locations on the vehicle
chassis are shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b) respectively. Vibration
modes of the water truck, generated using the six transducers
(T1–T6) mounted on the chassis, are shown in Fig. 11(c)–(g).
Mode shapes at the vehicle dominant frequencies of response,
2.93 Hz and 6.055 Hz, identify these two prominent peaks as being
associated with the dynamics of the test vehicle, see Fig. 11(c) and

(d). The mode at 2.93 Hz is a rocking mode of the vehicle on its
suspension system while the mode at 6.035 Hz is the first chassis
bending mode.
Mode shapes constructed, from the vehicle sensor set, at the
bridge frequencies of 1.90, 2.34 and 2.637 Hz are plotted in
Fig. 11(e)–(g). If the motion of the first corner sensor (T1) with the
maximum amplitude of vibration is discounted, as it was discovered after testing that this sensor was not adequately bonded to the
vehicle chassis, the three modes extracted from the vehicle data, at
the bridge frequencies are essentially rigid body modes of vibration
of the vehicle indicating that at these frequencies the vehicle mass
follows the bridge response.
4. Discussion of results
The most significant finding in this paper has been the reduction
in the frequencies for the three lower modes of vibration of the
WSOR. The magnitude of change amounts to 7%–8% for modes
one and three and 5% for mode two over the course of the eight
year monitoring period. The decrease is consistent and gradual and
there are no step changes which indicate that the reduction is due
to damage attributable to any one of the six earthquakes which
registered bridge responses. Bridge management records list no
structural interventions or additions and the reducing, rather than
varying, frequencies discount seasonal environmental conditions
which in any event are relatively uniform in Southern California.
The MAC values calculated over the period are consistent
indicating no changes in the nature of the various modes.
The peak acceleration recorded due to regular traffic activity is
approximately 0.045g at the center of the first span (Fig. 4). The
distributions of peak accelerations occurrences for channels 3 and

a

b

Fig. 10. Frequency domain decomposition applied to data recorded: (a) during vehicles crossing test 1 and test 21; (b) on vehicle sensors during test 5.
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a

b

Fig. 12. Occurrence of peak acceleration magnitudes at midspan locations during the monitoring period 2002–2010: (a) CH-3; (b) CH-10.

10, measuring vertical midspan accelerations, Fig. 12, shows that
this magnitude of acceleration is attained on a few occasions and
that the predominant response is of the order of 0.007–0.015g. The
control vehicle used for the vehicle crossing tests had a total weight
of 225 kN (mass of 22,980 kg) and resulted in a peak first span
acceleration of approximately 0.015g. It could thus be sensibly
argued that the site specific traffic loading, on this bridge to date,
consisted of relatively light vehicles (<225 kN) with occasional, up
to 250 over an eight year period, heavier vehicles, or combinations
of vehicles, up to a maximum of approximately 675 kN (on very
limited occasions) based on the assumption of a direct correlation
between vehicle mass and bridge induced acceleration. While this
determination is reasonably simplistic it indicates a consistent
bridge response due to an expected distribution of vehicle weights.
It is also interesting to note the apparent step change in the
acceleration responses at the start of 2005, Fig. 4. A thesis for this
change, supported by the vehicle crossing tests discussed above,
is that datasets recorded prior to 2005 are due to excitation by
light traffic or passing traffic on Route 5, over which the WSOR
spans, while from 2005 onwards it is due to an increased number
of heavy vehicles using the bridge. In Fig. 8 the most prominent
frequency identified by frequency domain decomposition from
any given dataset is identified by a solid marker. Prior to 2005
the first mode of vibration is consistently the most prominent
mode; this would naturally be the mode of vibration in the
event of excitation from adjacent traffic. From 2005 onwards the
second mode dominates in the recorded responses. The singular
value frequency domain decomposition plot shown in Fig. 10(a)
shows that it is heavy vehicles crossing the bridge that cause the
second mode of vibration, the vertical bending mode in Fig. 7,
to be prominent. This implies that those datasets where the
second mode is more prominent, over the 2002–2010 monitoring
period, are due to heavy vehicles crossing the bridge. These
occurrences are rare prior to 2005 but more frequent subsequently.
Furthermore, the monitoring system is biased towards maximum
acceleration responses as existing data, if not downloaded, is
overwritten when the average acceleration is greater than the
smallest average acceleration for currently stored datasets and

thus when the frequency of heavy vehicles increases the datasets
associated with these events dominate the system memory.
The bridge carries traffic in one direction only and it is interesting to note that the response recorded at the center of the first span
was consistently higher than that recorded at the center of the second span, channels 3 and 10 in Fig. 4. This is attributed to the positive slope of the bridge over its first span (approximately 5%) and
hence two components of force being applied (vertical and longitudinal) to the bridge causing the vehicle to decelerate as it travels along the first span and also the probability that drivers would
have a natural disposition to accelerating as they approach an incline. Once the relatively level second span is reached any vehicle
would be traveling at a lower speed and also only one (vertical)
component of the load would be applied to the bridge deck.
The relationship between vehicle speed and amplitude of
bridge response was not possible to discern from the controlled
vehicle crossing tests undertaken. The limited amount of runon space at the beginning of the bridge limited the attainable
velocity from a standing start up the first span incline. In terms of
vehicle–bridge interaction the most important contributing effect
was not vehicle speed but rather whether or not the test vehicle
itself was oscillating. In the ‘bump’ tests the amplification of bridge
response was significant, as much as 300% on some channels. This
has clear implications for bridge management strategies. Features
that will contribute to vehicle oscillations include the quality of
the road profile, discrete damage on the road surface, expansion
joints at opposite ends of the bridge and obstructions (or debris)
in the traffic lanes. Proper maintenance and timely repair of these
features will minimize vehicle oscillation and hence structural
demand on the bridge.
The instrumentation mounted on the test vehicle shows some
potential, but also some challenges, for the identification of bridge
frequencies from vehicle response data alone. In singular value
plots derived from vehicle data, Fig. 10(b), the dominant modes
identified are, as anticipated, those associated with the test vehicle.
While the bridge frequencies are also identifiable they are not
prominent and it is arguable whether they could, in the absence
of prior knowledge, be confidently identified as frequencies
associated with the bridge as opposed to other contributing factors,
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such as undulations in the road profile, which would also appear in
the frequency domain plots as peaks.
5. Conclusions
Acceleration time-histories measured at eleven channels and
gathered over an eight year period, immediately after construction
was completed, for the West Street On-Ramp Bridge in Southern
California have been analyzed. The findings presented are based
on the analysis of 1350 ambient vibration datasets, six earthquake
responses and twenty two vehicle crossing tests. Sensors mounted
on the test vehicle were also used to assess the potential for
measuring bridge frequencies.
Conclusions, specific to the WSOR, derived from this work are:
(1) the second mode of vibration, the first vertical bending mode,
is the most dominant mode shape due to vehicle activity on the
bridge,
(2) the reduction in frequencies of the WSOR (in the order of
7%–8% for the first and third modes and 5% for the second
mode) has been essentially linear during the 8 years of
monitoring,
(3) the gradual and continuous nature of the reduction indicates
that it is not due to any of the six earthquake events which
registered responses at the bridge site,
(4) the shapes of the modes of vibration are consistent over the
monitoring period indicating that the change in frequencies
is due to gradual aging processes rather than any discrete
damage event(s),
(5) amplification of bridge response due to an obstacle, such as a
bump, exceeds any velocity effect,
(6) the response of the WSOR is significantly amplified when
a vehicle travels in the lane next to the outer face of the
curvature, up to 300% compared to along the centerline,
(7) bridge frequencies, known a priori, are identifiable from truck
sensor data,
while more generally the following conclusions are drawn;
(1) for long-term monitoring of bridge structures tracking of
both frequency and mode shape changes is required so as to
distinguish between system changes due to gradual aging or
due to a significant occurrence of damage,
(2) maintaining a good quality even road surface is a significant
measure bridge owners and managers can take to reduce
amplification of demand on their bridges due to bridge–vehicle
interaction as the amplification of response due to an obstacle
is likely to exceed any velocity effect,
(3) the response of highly curved bridges is amplified when a
vehicle travels in the lane next to the outer face of the
curvature, due to the mobilization of a torsional response in
the deck system.
(4) bridge frequencies are captured in vehicle response data but
it remains debatable as to whether they could be confidently
identified as bridge frequencies without prior knowledge.
It is the authors’ opinion that the proposal to use vehicle data for
bridge frequency identification deserves further attention. Clearly
there is an economic benefit in having a mobile bridge monitoring
unit and the potential return for a network of bridges is significant.
The more general conclusions provide important advice, and
information, to bridge constructors, owners and managers, in
respect of the use of monitored data for distinguishing between
gradual aging processes and discrete damage events, and also the
importance of maintaining a good road surface to alleviate impact
forces due to heavy vehicles. In the future, long-term monitoring
data recorded at curved bridges will provide further valuable
information about whether more of the specific conclusions in this
paper can be generalized or they apply only to the WSOR Bridge.
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